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Baleful means menacing or harmful but also relates in epistemology to Lucifer/Satan himself. Chaos-
Gnostic or Chaos-Gnosticism refers to a belief in Chaosophy. There can be said to be two planes or 
universes. One consisting of infinite possibilities and non-being the primordial chaos. It is acausal 
which means it does not arise from or need a cause. It is timeless eternal. The time dimension is 
infinite. In terms of spatial dimension it is non-Euclidean and consists of more than 3-dimensions 
perhaps infinite ones. Our universe consists of 3 spatial dimensions (length, width and breadth) and a 
linear one-dimensional time element. And consists of causal matter, and causal energy. Every living 
thing is animated by the spark of acausal energy they have. Whereas in the early stages of spiritual 
development the causal will dominate whence mastery is achieved that is to say adeptship and beyond 
then the acausal dominates. This acausal universe consists of a different sort of energy that could be 
called acausal ie relating to the realms of the acausal. The acausal universe consists of certain species 
of inter-dimensional beings some of which are known as the Undead, the Undead Gods, Dark Gods, 
Dark Immortals, etc. Satan and Lilith are two of these types of entities. We can understand the acausal 
via a certain type of living as the Dark Gods themselves live. And exploring the hitherto unknown 
hidden shadow self in Jungian terms that which is primarily unconscious. Engaging in a 
Promethean/Faustian quest to go beyond our limits self-imposed or otherwise. In the early stages this 
involves living balefully. A sort of separation from then union with our shadow self which results in a 
sort of knowing or gnosis of the Sinister changeling created via the alchemical change process. 
Esoterically this is represented by the black sulphur which is the inner (black) flame of Satan we all 
have which is a smokeless fire. Which illuminates via Lucifer the black light of knowledge (gnosis) of 
our true self which is purely acausal and as a result of acausal energy being eternal one obtains lapis 
philosophicus or immortality – the philosopher’s stone. Spiritually speaking in the archetypal sense we 
are the spawn of chaos (Satan) and a sort of union with Satan is achieved. Due to the nature of this it is 
our bloodline to be fireborn or capable of enacting the harsh alchemical change process which entails 
in the beginning embodying the master-morality of Nietzsche as espoused in the Anti-Christ. The 
archetypal society embodying the ethos of master-morality is an elitist totalitarian fascist dictatorship. 
The archetypal society which embodies the ethos of slave-morality is that of today’s society which due 
to Judaeo-Christian (that is to say Magian-Nazarene)  epouses a particular brand of Cultural Marxism 
or Democratic Socialism. Due to Nature it is for most people to be enslaved by morality and the status 
quo and it’s resulting tyrannical laws and rules. And yet at some point one goes beyond good and evil 
and transcends their humanity altogether walking in the state of Undeath – living death. They are 
immortal already just inhabitating a flesh body for a certain length of causal time until it breaks down 
and they inhabit a new one or haunt the edges of our consciousness as acausal beings.

The Wamphyric or Vampiric embodies (although Vampirism is itself an ancient tradition dating back to 
Sumerian times via the mythos of Lilith in the form of Darkat) a particular breed or species of Undead 
who ravaged the countryside of Eastern Europe in medieval and pagan times. It is primarily concerned 



with consuming the Blood Essence of humans. It is useful to visualize this as a physical draining or 
drinking of the blood of a particular opfer random or otherwise. It does not mean to in the uninitiated 
sense literally drinking the actual blood of victims. Blood Essence is not exactly related to acausal 
energy or prana. It is very much blood. And via an horrific tendril which acts as an astral syringe the 
blood of a victim is drained out. Also using sympathetic touch or empathetic means, the “evil eye” or 
trance, in a meditative state, or in the astral whilst sleeping. You can cause sleep paralysis and 
nightmares to your victims. Vampirism also allows for alchemical change. As when you feed upon a 
victim in tandem the Undead feed upon you. And it is a two-way process such that they consume your 
Blood Essence and in return grant you theirs which causes as a caustic agent dissolving the causal 
causing an influx of acausal energy. Necroscopy has to do with communing with the Undead, shades, 
ghosts, etc. Via rituals of scrying into obsidian and black mirrors, acts of devotion to death and 
associating with the death current, and also visiting or sleeping in the funeral grounds or necropolis. 
The energies of death are chthonic and are caustic to the causal as well. Dissolving the life-force within
you such that Undead energies dominate and your old causal self dies remaining animated by the 
acausal. By opening the gates of the unconsciousness which via the nature of our consciousness allows 
us to access our acausal true self (Azoth) via the outlined methods. Creating a synthesis of the causal 
self (the I, the me, etc.) with the unconscious acausal true self. This flow of the acausal into the causal 
is called Atazoth. By going beyond the abyss (the certain point where the acausal and causal blend 
together and an area of all the psychotic vomit of humanity – a very nasty place the gate of which is 
controlled by the Lurker At The Threshold 333 who is the guardian of the Sitra Atra (the Nightside)) 
the “I” returns the “true self” ie conscious releases the unconscious the consciousness becomes one 
with the acausal. Resulting in immortality, true adeptship and beyond. The energies of death are 
conductive to shedding the human causal elements of the consciousness such as Nazarene-imposed 
morals. Stripping oneself of all socially engineered Magian and Nazarene morality and ethos should be 
your prime duty as a Neonate or newcomer to the path of Falcifer-Luciferi 13. Falcifer-Luciferi 13 
simply means the scythe of the morning star (Lucifer) refers to that particular event in time that 
according to myth Lucifer/Satan came to Earth. And gave a woman knowledge of all this and via 
sexual union with her; she gave birth to the bloodline of Samael and death itself via Cain or Qayin 
(Qayin ben Samael). This does not related to a particular childish creation myth which was outdated by 
Sumerian and Babylonian creation myths. This was a defiance of the Magian-Nazarene status quo who 
have tyrannically enslaved humanity and in particular engineered the downfall of the West. With the 
resulting rise in the particular Nazarene trash breed of human known as Homo Hubrati. Hence a certain
level of Misanthropy is acquired in due time. Or call it species-ism as primarily via Falcifer-Luciferi 
Way we are a higher breed with an acquired higher taste. The true elites. The strong minority. The 
proud defiant few whom are able to accomplish our own unique destinies and lead humanity to the 
stars some day.

This gives rise to what is known as the Anti-Cosmic trend. A Satanic defiance or opposition to the 
Cosmos as it exists. As the death energies and feeding upon the life-force of living beings as well is 
opposed to the Cosmic lifeforce. That is to say the causal length of time prior to the universe returning 
whence more to the primordial chaos that it arose from. Aeonically what this means is championing 
whatever causes strife, conflict, war, combat, and an increase in chaos. And in a personal sense means a
going beyond all due limits ie being evil in the conventional sense. Indulging in all that is forbidden to 



the weak sick and cowardly Nazarenes. As well as seeking to transgressing the laws, the rules and the 
status quo of the everyday human. Whom invented laws to enslave the strong because they were too 
weak to protect themselves and said laws have become beyond tyrannical. With their need for nation-
states, borders, capitalism, taxes, earn a living via a respectable means and so on and so forth. As a 
Satanist always aim to be society’s public enemy number one. In truth most fail on the path of Satanism
and in a given century there are perhaps one or two individuals capable of reaching the stage of 
Grandmaster. Which is quite alright given that Satanism is elitist and for the aristocratic minority. It 
shouldn’t be any other way for then it would not be Satanism. And as espoused by Magian charlatans 
such as Anton LaVey Satanism is not a mere sort of showmanship. That is another Magian distortion 
and lie. So is much of the occult of the Magian. Forms relating to the New Aeon should be 
championed. Diablerie refers to a sort of feral, wild and untamed way of living in Dialectical 
opposition to that of the status quo. Who are too weak, too cowardly, too soft and ultimately too 
blinded by the Light of Lucifer to see that those who are most enlightened often cast the most darkness.
It also in a medieval sense refers to a pact made with the devil in exchange for Faustian or forbidden 
knowledge. 

Our way will not be suitable for the majority for centuries. And here an understanding of Aeonics is 
needed. Particularly how the Aeons progressed from Vedic to Western and the appropriate causal and 
acausal forms. As well as exoteric and esoteric forms used. In relation to the exoteric championing 
certain heretical and often illegal in the West political systems and ideas relating to history. Countering 
lies and distortions which have made sick the strong. Civilizations undergo a season of change starting 
with a Spring where they are newly born and grow stronger reaching it’s peak in Summer showing 
stagnation in the fall and then decline in the Winter until they are either reborn or new civilizations are 
created. In terms of the present Aeon it seems that most people and in particular Westerners have 
become like domesticated animals enslaved and weighed down by guilt due to the lies and distortions 
of the Magian who engineered and employed Nazareny and Communism to do so. As well as a certain 
lie of 6 million. Are most white people too weak and soft to survive? It certainly seems that way with 
the genocide that is going on. Whatever is too weak and too soft to survive deserves to be weeded out 
by Nature. However, the energies of this Aeon perhaps for another 200 or 300 years are still 
predominantly Western. So one day perhaps the dreamers will wake up. Real Satanists have to pretend 
to be sheep and like everyone else because they inspire so much envy, so much offensive and are often 
engaged in antinomian or Exeatic living championing that which is forbidden. Guiding and influencing 
society through whatever causal forms they use or create or acausal ones. Or no form at all. I am my 
own dark side and beyond a particular shade of grey. That few are perhaps able to or aware enough to 
comprehend. As someone said before “this is not a riddle but a statement of mastery”. I am beyond 
good and evil and all of your lies.
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